
This book is all about inspiring young minds, representation and 
believing in yourself! While the book is intentional in representing 
the black family as a cohesive and powerful unit, it has a message
of empowerment that is both gender and race neutral. And while 
it can be inspirational to girls, it can also be empowering, for 
boys, and emphasize the strength of both men and women in the 
family dynamic.

Teachers, Counselors & Librarians 

ISBN: 979-8-9865130-0-3
LCCN: 2022912607

It fosters critical and analytical thinking, creative expression, 
imaginative play, self-exploration and thought, self-advocacy, 
empathy and understanding. It also promotes emotional expression 
and empowerment. It creates a safe space to explore the reader’s 
questions and feelings, about their own families, the people who 
care and support them and their role in their family as a "sidekick". 
It encourages children to analyze their world and how they fit in 
it, now and in the future. It is also great reading during 
Black History Month to show the African-American Family 
in a positive way. 

It is a great tool for having a diverse selection of books for
your readers. Great for all grade levels, K-5, it exemplifies the
dynamic and strength of a family working together utilizing
each of their own "superpower".

Contact Info 

My Super Mom and Her Sidekick Crew encourages
children to analyze and view their family in a new way
by identifying and appreciating the unique gifts or
"superpowers" of each family member, with a particular
focus on the special role that Mom plays as a caretaker,
nurturer and motivator.

 Virtual Story Times 
In Person Story Times (when safe) 

Book Signing Parades 
Virtual Book Fairs 

When a smart little girl with a big imagination suspects her mom is
secretly a superhero, she puts all her problem-solving skills to the
test. Every day she sees her mother do DYNAMIC things. But soon
her case takes a turn when she discovers that even superheroes get
tired and sometimes need help. That’s when her mom’s “sidekicks”
step in to lend a helping hand.

Follow along as this girl learns all about the power of family. 
By the end, every kid will want to join the super detective team so
they too can identify the “sidekicks” in their family and learn how
to become one of Mom’s helpful sidekicks. 

maternitymotivation.you@gmail.com
www.maternitymotivation.com
Facebook: @MaternityMotivationPublishing
Instagram: @maternitymotivation_publishing 

What readers are saying: 

By: Tameka Mitchell

Who is thisWho is this   

book for?book for?
All Children Ages 4-10,  

Visiting Author, Tameka Mitchell 

This book's aim is to show children that every family is different,
and it takes each member to be a strong superfamily. Eventhough 
moms are strong, they sometimes need help too, and we can all
do extraordinary things to help out. 

Book Info 
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Getting a preview of this book
was awesome!

Fun to see kids relate to a story
with characters that look like

them. 
-David Bramlett

My son really liked this book. 
He stated that the people 
in the book look like him!

 
-Latasha Wiley, Educator 

This book illustrates a 
welcoming/supportive space
for all Moms and Dads. The 

inclusivity is so much needed.
-Christy Person, Educator 


